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Classic shaving, also called wet shaving, or traditional shaving refers to the kind of shave done with
safety razor or disposable razor. It includes the use of water, sharp blade and shaving creams to
soften your skin to remove hair or whiskers. Classic shaving thus includes a wide variety of razors,
lubricants, soaps, oils and gels and brushes depending on individualâ€™s choice. This method of
shaving is preferred by many as the best way to achieve a perfectly smooth shave without cuts.
Even after the arrival of dry shavers on the market, many people still prefer classic shavers to
achieve clean shave. Here, we share important tips for classic shaving. 

Pre-shave Cleaning

Some skin care experts are of the view that it is essential to clean your face for better shave. You
should cleanse your face with a quality facial soap from reputed brand before shaving in order to
remove dead skin and excess dirt and oil. It is very important to free up any ingrown hairs and
prevent the clogging of your safety razor. Never use low quality soap while cleansing your face, as it
will dry your skin and you will not be able to enjoy smooth shave.

Use Warm Water

In order to have best shaving experience, pre-shave wash is important. Be sure to use warm water
to properly wet your face and soften your hair. Messaging your face with hot water ensures that your
face becomes soft; pores open up and your hair become ready for shave. However, it is always
advisable to avoid extremely hot water, as it will dry your skin. Apply wet towel to dry and soften the
hair, as soft hair are easier to shave than hard or course hair.

Use Shaving Cream

After applying warm water, apply shaving cream or gel to your face that is specifically designed for
shaving application. Again, do not use low quality cream or gel, as it will dry your skin. Always avoid
low-quality foams, as they tend to be less effective compared to creams or gels. The idea of using
cream or gel is to lubricate your skin and soften your beard so that the razor may glide smoothly and
do not clog or skip hair on your face.

Applying Shaving after Shave Oil & Cream

Once you are finished with the shaving, it is important to use high quality and effective shaving oil
and cream in order to prevent burns, bumps and spots on the skin. Oils and creams after shave
help you soften your skin and make it smooth enough. They are essential to prevent the skin from
drying out. After applying creams and oils on your shaved face, you feel fresh and relaxed.
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To know more about how to shave with a classic shaving razors, you can visit internet and find out
all desirable details, which will offer great help for you to achieve a perfect shave.
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